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Overview 

Traditionally Yartung festival is celebrating a return of horses and other livestock form the high mountain 
pastures. It’s also the opportunity for the men to demonstrate the quality of their horses and their own 
ability. The winner of the races has to be both fast and skilled as the rider is requested to pick up the khata 
(silk ritual scarf) from the ground in full gallop. The races, which are held in between Manang and Braga 
villages, are followed with the interesting and colorful rituals in the local temples. Most people in Manang, 
both men and women, wear their traditional dress and nearly every village will take some part in the feast. 
 

The Himalayan horse racing festival Yartung is celebrated in the Manang village for centuries. The custom 
of Tibetan origin is the exciting exhibition of the horses‘ strength and riders‘ abilities and also authentic 
expression of the ancient culture of High Himalayas. Thanks to the extending road network and the timely 
announcement of the coming festival dates, experience of this unique event can be also shared by the 
organized trekking groups for benefit of the local community and Nepal‘s tourism sector as the whole. 
 

Required number of participants: minimum 2, maximum 12. 
 

The start date refers to the arrival date in Kathmandu and the end date refers to the earliest you can book 
for your return flight home. When departing from Europe allow for an overnight flight to Kathmandu, but 
on the way back it is possible to depart in the morning and arrive on the same day. 
 

Private trips are welcomed if the scheduled dates do not fit. We have our own office and guesthouse ready 
and waiting for any dates you may prefer. 
 

Package 

Includes Excludes 

 Transfer from and to the airport 

 Internal transportation to planned 
destinations 

 Accommodation in Kathmandu for 3 nights 
(twin or sharing rooms, B&B) 

 Accommodation in lodges/tea houses while 
on the trekking 

 Three meals per day during the trek and hot 
drinks  

 Annapurna Conservation Fee. Tims Card 

 Sherpa guides (English speaking, trained in 
first aid) 

 Porters (max weight carried for you is 15kgs) 
 

 International flight to and from 
Kathmandu 

 Meals & drinks while in Kathmandu and 
personal expenses 

 Travel Insurance and Rescue 

 Additional Porters if packs are overweight. 
$15/kg overweight/trek 

 Visa Fee 

 Sightseeing Tours 

 We also recommend offering a tip at the 
end of your trip to your guide and porters, 
as tips are not included in the package 
price. During your trek briefing, you will be 
wisely advised on this matter and on the 
average amount to offer. 

 

Itinerary 

 Day 1-2 – 1400 m 
 Arrival in Kathmandu, transfer to your accommodation. Rest day, explore Kathmandu. 

  

 Day 3 – 760 m 
Today you will drive from Kathmandu to Besi Sahar and rest there for a night. 
  

 Day 4 – 1860 m 
 Leaving Besi Sahar in a 4X4, you will reach Dharapani. Overnight stay in lodges. 
  

 Day 5 – 2650 m 
 Dharapani - Chame. Our morning walk will climb abruptly during 3 hours. We will have gained 500m on 
your arrival to Timang where a break for lunch will be taken. Later, our route will continue on a flat land 
and will lead us across forests of pine and fir before arriving to Chame. Annapurna II will be perfectly visible 
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while walking toward Chame. This village is the headquarters of the Manang district; therefore you will 
have the opportunity to use internet cafes, avbank and shops for local souvenirs. 

  

 Day 6 – 3300 m 
 Chame - Pisang. This day will be quite easy as the road is mostly flat and goes through profound forest in a 
narrow valley. It crosses once more the Marsyangdi River at 3080m. We will take your lunch at Dhukur 
Pokhari, where we can enjoy the view of the Paungda Danda rock face. Later on, a regular and gradual 
ascent will lead us to Pisang for the night. Up in Pisang, the view is spectacular. Stunning peaks, among 
which Pisang Peak (6091m), Chulu West (6419m), Chulu East (6584m), Lamjung Himal (6986m), Annapurna 
II (7937m) and Annapurna IV (7525m). 
  

 Day 7 – 3540 m 
 Pisang - Manang. Today our trip will lead us throughout the duller upper part of Manang district across pine 
forest. Two trails join Manang. We will follow the southern one via the airstrip at Hongde (3420m) and 
carry on to Mungji (3500m). Later we will walk past the incredible village of Bragha Gompa to Manang 
where many shops, a museum and an HRA post you can visit. Manang’s location offers an unbelievable 
sight of Gangapurna (7454m). 
  

 Day 8-10 – 3540 m 

Manang Horse Festival, the festival offers incredible horse races and typical cultural parties which will 
transport you in a complete different world. During the three days of the festival, we will offer the 
possibility to go for optional walks (to Gangpurna Lake, visit HRA), treks (to Ice Lake at 4600m) and temple 
visits. 

  

 Day 11 – 4020 m 
 Manang - Yak Kharka. The start of the hike ascends gradually for nearly 200m towards the Thorung La. 
While leaving Marsyangdi Valley behind us, vegetation starts to sparse when reaching Yak Kharkha. We will 
arrive up there one time to eat and will spend the rest of the evening there. 
  

 Day 12 – 4540 m 
Yak Kharka – Thorung Phedi. Today’s hike is short. It will cross the river at 4310m and then mount 
throughout wild scenery toward Thorung La. Do not forget to walk slowly and stay alert to your body’s 
feelings. Tiredness from lack of oxygen to your muscles is common, and sometimes people may feel 
nauseous and suffer from headaches. Drink as much liquid as you can and keep warm, in order to maximize 
the opportunity for your body to recover. We will arrive in Thorung Phedi in the afternoon, we will eat 
lunch and spent the evening resting up. 
 

 Day 13 – 5416 m - 3800m 
Thorung Phedi - Muktinath. A long day awaits us. The sight we will avail once at the top of Thorung La is 
worth a thousand steps! At 3 am, have a hasty breakfast and then ascent steeply during 5 hours. We will 
arrive in Thorung La at around 8 or 9 am. But do not worry; the path is often used and comfortable to 
follow. Drink a lot of water and take all the time you need. The trail is notable by its chortens and prayer 
flags. Even a teashop is found on it! 
 

 The view we will get of the Annapurna is breath-taking. Once we crossed the pass, the hill drops steadily 
but is occasionally slippery. Trekking poles would be helpful to reach Muktinath. It will take 3½ hours to 
reach Muktinath, where you should take some time to look at Tibetan traders and the shrines, in a grove of 
trees. There is a Vishnu temple, the Jwalami (Goddess of Fire) Temple, and a Buddhist Gompa. 

  

 Day 14 – 2800 m 
 Muktinath – Jomsom. Today our trek will end with a short hike to Jomsom. It will take us about 4 ½ hours 
to finally reach our destination. 

  

 Day 15-16 – 1400m 
Fly from Jomsom to Pokhara and then to Kathmandu. The day 16 is a spare day for the return flights in case 
of bad weather. By clear weather, you will have time for extra visits in the capital city. 
  

Day 17 – transfer to Kathmandu airport, flight back home 
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Fitness 

The trek is not too demanding, thus you do not need to be an athlete to do it. Nonetheless, ascents may 
require more effort with few longer days of constant walking with your backpack. The effects of the high 
altitude may increase your tiredness quicker. Thus you need to be healthy as some of the locations we will 
visit are hours from professional medical care. A doctor must appraise pre-existing medical or dental 
conditions and their nature entirely divulged to your insurer and us. 
 

Type of Terrain 
This trek is a well-trodden path all along, even though it may sometimes be stony and jagged in some 
places. It is not a mountaineering trek nor climbing that would require special equipment. The hike is nice 
and not demanding, nonetheless some steep paths may seem never-ending! 
 

While trekking you will get the chance to meet a lot of people but also yaks. Never forget that once you 
meet an oncoming yak, you have to ensure you step towards the inside of the trail. Thus avoiding the cliff 
edge! 
 

We do not ask to take poles but they can be of useful help. This choice is all yours, but if you have knees 
problems or personal preference for using them, we definitely recommend you to take them. In the upper 
hills, open slopes and moraine may offer you added reassurance with poles, but once more paths are quite 
easy to walk on. 
 

We also recommend you to take lightweight hiking shoes with a high ankle, in order to protect you better 
against possible injuries related to ankle. Heavy boots will be too warm and heavy and cumbersome. You 
may take cross trainers but remember they are often cold in the morning in the mountain. 
 

Height Gained 
Kathmandu is at about 1400 m height and your hike to Manthang will take you up to 3850 m, being the 
highest point of your journey. Kanchenjunga trek thus gains a total of 2450 m from Kathmandu. 
 

Kit list 

 The main idea of the kit is to keep you warm, dry, protected from the sun, be able to move 
efficiently on the mountains and be comfy in the nights. 

 The most important details to cover are as follows: 

 GEARS - Large Duffle bag/Rucksack ~80L (for a porter to carry) + Medium Daypack ~40L (carried by 
you) 

 SHELL - Top and bottoms to keep off wind/rain 

 INSULATION - Warm layered system to keep you warm (body, hands & Head) 

 BASELAYER - Thin layers to wick away sweat and strip down to when it gets hot 

 SHOES - Comfortable, Waterproof shoes/boots to support your ankles over jagged terrain. Lighter 
footwear to change into during the evenings. 

 SLEEPING - Warm sleeping bag to spend a good nights sleep in the lodges 

 FOOD/LIQUID - Water bottles & favourite snacks for the day 

 WASHING & MEDICAL – For you to wash & eventually avoid headache, blisters 


